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About This Content

Cinderella Escape! Theme Song - Cinderella feat. Meilun
The melody was well made by LeeTingChou who ever made Official Demo Song for a famous virtual singer, 夏語遙(Xia Yu
Yao), in Taiwan. Furthermore, thanks to Meilun. Her amazing voice extremely fits this song and does reach the Cinderella's

deepest heart and soul. Finally, we're proud to bring this song to you, a requiem for Cinderella - Cinderella feat. Meilun.

Music Composer

Leetingchou
e490tx@gmail.com

Singer

Meilun
https://www.facebook.com/adenmeilun

Lyrics

Mosigres Tasoda Ne-squat
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Grens
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tfrttfgrtrt. its just boring and bugged i get its early acces but its soooo boring to wait to more like a click and wait game and
sadly i dont like thatyou might say its just my type of game but even for a click and wait game its amazngly♥♥♥♥♥♥:). Magi
Trials, an interesting look into an original world!

Briefly i'll round up what this game isn't and what it is

it is NOT
-action based
-turn based
-real time
-resource management

so if you want any of those, you're looking in the wrong place!

it IS
-A game, you can win, fumble your way through it like an oaf and you'll get sub optimal endings or straight up murdered!
-fun ( my opinion, ofcourse but it certaily made me giggle several times. )
-moderate length, fair in my opinion but if you powergame it you can finish it in a decent gaming session.
-full of hidden dialogue and endings, not just the endings change, character interations and characters may appear or disappear
completely!
-full of decisions that actually matter, and influence the dialogue you see and the endings you get.
-An interesting world, with above average art.

he game isn't heavily frustrating, it drops subtle hints along the way if you learn to interpret them and apply them correctly you
can succeed the dialogue checks with little issue so there is some minor level of skill to be had, there are dialogue trees
specifically unlocked by picking dialogue strategiacally both in the current scene and later, i won't spoil because it's a fairly
short game but there are a couple of fights you can succeed or fail to varying degrees, which is refreshing from a Vn.

My first playthrough took 7 hours?! it seemed quicker.. time flies when your having fun i guess. and i haven't even unlocked
half of the achievements with that playthrough, with the various dialogue options and possible endings i could see atleast 2-3
playthroughs beeing needed to see most of the content and a little save scumming to get different endings if you don't want to
replay the same parts over, as a Vn that isn't a big deal, though you can just spam click through alot of dialogue if you've seen it
before, i would say the game is perfectly reasonable for the price, if you work by the £1/hour entertainment rule.
Personally I'd like to see more of this world/universe, or maby an extended edition would be good.

Conclusion:
Buy it if you are into Vn's ( visual novels ) and you want a fun little world to immerse your self into for a day!
if you're on a super tight budget for gaming wait for it to be on sale, but it's still worth playing!. One of the best total war games
about Alexander the Great campaign and the Rise of Macedon as dominated power in Greece and the known world. Good
historical battles but not enough historical map in campaign in the region of Greece. Also, the kingdom of Porus not included in
campaign but you can play the battle of Hydaspes and you can play with or against India in custom battle.

 9/10 Excellent. love the game so far, with flightstick. so far only at level 2 but i love the way it handles and how it sounds. only
downside is that i don't know when i am locking on to enemies.. Pretty good game, love the characters and story.
Requires allot of work but it will offer a good time for any one else buying this before its done.
Only buy the game if you want to support the development. About 3 - 4 hours to finish the game in its current state.

Update:

Game has been updated, some minor dialog issues and one major bug that is annoying but doable, from start to end would take
about 9 - 12 hours to finish the current game on normal. 12.05.2017

If you don't already own this i would recommend you grab it if you like a good story with plenty of action, decent ammount of
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choices and allot of reading.Its far from perfect but what is there is pretty good.

05.09.2018

Finished the game and i had a good time, the ending was a bit sudden and it would have been nice if it had been longer but all in
all i am happy with what we got, tho i did not like the ending much as it felt unresolved to me as far as the character relations
goes. Would have been nice with an after story arc but i doubt we will get one now that the game is out.. fish dish wish

game?

eish. steamhappy:
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pile of ♥♥♥♥. Hi,

I did love this game. It looks good and the puzzles are fair and creative.

All adventure lovers: This is the game for you.

. Its a Fun game, little short though... looks good, simple to play, and promotes cooperation.

It needs a bit more but the dev is doing there best.

I had prior to this game's release longed for a game like this... though a bit differently. The top down cooking game play of
overcooked minus the gamey gimmicks of challenges and the restaurant management akin to Cook serve delicious. what my
desire differed was more CSD aspects like menu planning, and restaurant customization.

Still despite that still a wonderful game and cant wait to see more.. A really fun game, and a unique take on the fps multiplayer
genre that really hasnt been done before.. Not a bad little Tower Defense game.
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